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Earthquakes are caused by a sudden release of energy from the movement
between tectonic plates; besideS 今e010牙ical faults and volcanism. As peru is
10cated in a high seismic hazard zone, it is necessary to improve the seismic
response ofbuildings a今ainst earthquakes.1n addition, in recent years,1arge scale
Construction of medium・rise buildin今 that use low ductility reinforced concrete

(LDRC) waⅡS has become commonplace in peru. These waⅡS do not have boundary
Columns but instead have a sma11 quantity of reinforcin今 bars at each end and
therefore expected to failin aexural mode
LDRc wa11S do not have a lar牙e deformation capacity in comparison with
Conventional Rc wa11S, whereby, to improve Selslnlc response of buildin曾S
Composed by LDRc wa11S a牙ainst earthquakes, mi牙ht be possible by increasin今北S

deformation capacity through carbon fiber sheet (CFS) confinement lnethod
Two verification tests were conducted by using cFs as a retrofittin又 method in

Toyohashi university of Techn010晉y (TUT), Japan. The first test was conducted
Over three LDRc waⅡS (without cFS, fUⅡ Wa11retrofi此ed with cFs and edges
retrofitted with cFS). The second test was conducted over another three similar
WaⅡS f0110win今 the same retrofitted pattern of the first experiment but with a
Partial height retrofitted with cFS. From those tests, it was verified that carbon
fiber sheets delay the concrete crushing of the wa11 base that occurs during
aexuralfailure and that deformation performance was improved
To verify the confinement effect of cFS, a third experiment was conducted using
Concrete samples with cFs by chan牙in牙 the size, shape and number of cFs layers

In total,39 Concrete samples (circular shape:8、φ150×30omm, square shape
9'150×150×30omm,2'150×150×450mm, Rectangular shape:4‑150×300×30omm,
2‑150×300×450mm,5'100×300×20omm,2'100×300×30omm,5‑100×400×20omm,

2‑100×400×30omm) were tested under compressive loading (monotonic and
Cyclic). From the experiment, it was confirmed that deformation pel'formance was
improved and the stren今th of the concrete was increased due to the confinement
Provided by the cFS. However the stress・strain relationship ofconcrete W北h cFS
depends on the geometry ofthe concrete sample

A model ofstress、strain relationship ofconcrete with or without cFs con負nement
Was proposed and compared with the experimental results. The proposed lnodel
for the stress、strain relationship of unconfined concrete under cyclic loadin今 is
based on Darwin & pecknold's model, Noguchi's model, Na牙anuma's model and
Lam & Ten今's model. This modeltakes into consideration three linear functions
a丘er reaching the n)aX11nuln Stren牙th of the concrete. Besides, this model
Considers the plastic strain deformation durin今 the unloadin今 Path, and the inner
10op durin牙 the compressive stage
Re今arding to the monotonic stress、strain relationship of concrete with cFS
Confinement, the proposed modelis based on Nakatsuka's model which has two
Iinear functions after reachin今 B'point up to the rupture of the cFS. considerin晉
the inauence of the parameters which a丘ects the stress、strain relationship of the
Concrete confined with cFS, such as sample shape, aspect ratio and effective
Confinement ratio ofthe section, modified Nakatsuka's modelis introduced for the
monotonic stl'ess'strain relationship of concrete with cFs confinement
For the cyclic hysteresis rules of concrete with cFs confinement, the proposed
model for unconfined concrete was used by using the monotonic stress・strain
relationship of concrete with cFs confinement, and f0110win今 the same rules to
套enerate the hysteresis loops. By usin今 the proposed model, a uniaxial test
Simulation over the samples of the third experiment was conducted in order to
Validate the lnodel. Both, monotonic and cyclic simulationS 今ave a 今ood match
With the experimental results
A software of Finite Element Method, STERA̲FEM, was developed taking into
Consideration: four nodes isoparametric planar element, incompatible element,9
Gaussian points, the proposed model for concrete with or without cFS
Confinement, equivalent uniaxial stress、strain relationship of concrete for each
Principal direction considerin牙 the bi、axial stress、strain relationship of concrete
by usin今 the nlaximum stress surface. of concrete, smeared crack model with the
Menegotto、pinto hysteresis model for reinforcing steel, elastic・brittle model for
CFS

FinaⅡy, a numerical simulation were conducted and compared with the
experimental results of the six wa11S (retrofitted with cFs and non・retrofitted)
Under cyclic loadin今
Further studies on the shape coefficients for circular, square and rectan今Ular
Shaped are suggested improving the non、1inear hysteresis of concrete retrofi此ed
With cFS, by increasing the data with a lar牙e range of concl'ete types, usin今
different amount of cFs as a confinement method and considering the aspect ratio
and effective confinement ratio ofthe section

